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Step out and enjoy.Step out and enjoy.
Take a load offTake a load off

 

Confinement and social distancing can weigh heavily on your physical and

mental health. A few hours out on the course in the fresh air is an

opportunity to move and have fun.
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“Every recommendation about healthy lifestyles has exercise high up on

the list. Playing a round of golf gets you 10,000 steps out in the open air,

not to mention loads of fun.”

 

Get out and work on a specific skillGet out and work on a specific skill
Take nothing but a sleeve of golf balls, one short iron, mid iron, long iron

and your putter onto the course. Play 18 holes of approach shots. Use the

time between tee box and approach to simply walk and enjoy being

outdoors. We’re in this together. If you want to get out and have some fun

on the course,

Contact us >Contact us >

 
 

Searching for speedSearching for speed
 

Previously we detailed the aerodynamics and the face technology behind

the TaylorMade SIM’s ability to generate much faster ball speed.

Read our full review >Read our full review >

 

There are other ways we can help you generate more speed without extra

effort. Remember 1 extra mph of clubhead speed is 2 extra mph of ball

speed that translates to 4 extra yards.
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Shaft weight makes a difference to how fast you can swing the club. It also

changes feel. It will also give us even more chances to optimize your

launch. We can fit shafts from 72g down to 47g with the SIM models.

 

Change your golf experienceChange your golf experience
We want to put you on the fairway more often off the tee. And, we want you

to be further down that fairway. Match this new technology, with our fitting

expertise AND your swing to get your personal Launch DNA, and the game

of golf can be more fun on every hole. Let us show you.

Contact us >Contact us >
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This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Mike Reynolds and is provided

as a service for the members and guests of TPC River's Bend and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 513 677 0550.
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